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Benefits of engaging 
Professional Advantage. 
Engaging a partner that lives and breathes Microsoft Azure can help you to:

1. Keep your Azure spend under control.
2. Eliminate underutilised Azure resources.
3. Learn best practices to manage your Azure usage.
4. Get expert recommendations and optimisation strategies.

Get the most out of Microsoft Azure! 
We invest in services that help organisations achieve more with their technological 
investments which is why we are offering our Azure Cost Optimisation Service for 
a special one-time rate of only $1,000 for select organisations. This service is 
typically valued at $3,600.

When you kickstart with this 2-day service, you will get: 

2-day Azure Cost
Optimisation 
Service 
<10 servers* 

Cost: $1,000

When you migrate to Azure, your demands for its workloads will fluctuate over 
time and without continuous monitoring and optimisation, your costs can spiral out 
of control; it is important to monitor your Azure environment to ensure that you are 
not paying for unnecessary costs.

Therefore, engaging a partner who has deep technical expertise and product 
knowledge on Azure means they can assess and find the root causes of your 
rising Azure spend. If you don’t have this kind of inhouse expertise, you can count 
on Professional Advantage to provide you with ongoing cost optimisation strategy 
and consulting so you can save on your Azure spend. 

 ● A review of your existing Azure environment 
to highlight underlying issues affecting its 
performance (storage, networking, virtual 
machines and security)*.

 ● A better understanding of your detailed Azure 
usage and its associated costs.

 ● Analysis of your existing Azure licensing 
structure to spot what other benefits you could 
be missing out on.

 ● A summary of the recommended optimisation 
strategies to reduce your Azure costs.

 ● A summary of recommendations to address 
underlying configuration issues leading to 
application performance challenges. 



Work with a trusted Azure partner.
Delivering IT solutions for more than 30 years, our team of experienced and 
certified engineers and solution architects have helped our clients to save 
between 20% and 40% on their Azure costs.

We have been helping Australian organisations adopt the Microsoft Azure 
cloud platform since its initial release in 2008 and have kept our 
Microsoft Gold Certified Partner for Cloud Platform since then. 
We have since added our Tier 1 CSP Partner status and have become 
a Top Gun Partner for Intelligent Cloud – a unique position for only a 
handful of partners that means we can provide you with the computer software, 
services, and support on Microsoft Azure technologies. 

Start saving on your Azure costs now.
Get a comprehensive audit of your Azure environment when you sign up for our 
Azure Cost Optimisation Service. For more information, please call 1800 126 499 
or email us at enquiries@pa.com.au.

“A review of our Azure operations by PA was very worthwhile. 
They were extremely knowledgeable and quickly understood 
our complex use of Azure in our SaaS application, providing 
suggestions that reduced our costs by 40%.”
Shane Barnette, CTO, DocsCorp

About Professional Advantage
Professional Advantage is an international IT consulting and solutions company, 
with 30 years of experience in helping organisations achieve more by improving 
their business systems through industry leading software solutions. Originating 
in Australia, it is one of the country’s most awarded solution providers. 
Our 250-strong global team covers three continents, and has successfully 
worked with over 1000 organisations.
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